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Abstract
This paper investigates how many queries to k-membership comparable sets are needed in order
to decide all (k + 1)-membership comparable sets. For k¿ 2 this query complexity is at least
linear and at most cubic. As a corollary, we obtain that more languages are O(log n)-membership
comparable than truth-table reducible to P-selective sets.
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1. Introduction
The classes of polynomial-time membership comparable sets form a hierarchy that is
strung out between the class P of problems decidable in polynomial time and the class
P=poly of problems decidable by polynomially sized circuits. The classes are de<ned
in terms of a parameter function f :N→N as follows: a set A is polynomial-time f-
membership comparable, A∈P-mc(f) in short, if for any f(n) words of length at most
n we can exclude, in polynomial time, one possibility for their characteristic string with
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respect to A. This de<nition is due to Ogihara [15], but membership comparable sets
had already been studied earlier in diFerent disguises. Pioneering work, due to Beigel
[4], considered only constant f. Amir et al. [2] started the investigation of membership
comparable sets for nonconstant f.
Sivakumar [19] has investigated whether the class P-mc(log) of all O(log n)-mem-
bership comparable sets can contain NP-complete problems. Building on an algorithm
due to Ar et al. [3] for reconstructing polynomials from noisy data, he showed that
if the satis<ability problem SAT is in P-mc(log), then RP=NP. This extended two
previously known results. First, Ogihara [15] has shown that if SAT∈P-mc(c log n)
for some c¡1, then P=NP. Using the same proof-technique, slightly weaker results
were independently obtained by Agrawal and Arvind [1] and Beigel et al. [8]. Second,
Beigel [6] and Toda [21] have shown that if SAT is truth-table reducible to a P-selective
[17] set, then RP=NP.
Sivakumar, Beigel, and Toda all arrive at the same conclusion, namely RP=NP,
but start from diFerent assumptions: while Beigel and Toda assume SAT∈PP-seltt ,
Sivakumar assumes SAT∈P-mc(log). Sivakumar’s result implies Toda’s and Beigel’s,
since PP-seltt ⊆P-mc(log), as has been noticed by diFerent authors [5,15,21]. Does the
Beigel–Toda result, which has a fairly simple proof, imply Sivakumar’s, whose proof
(indirectly) uses heavy algebraic machinery? This would be the case if we could
show P-mc(log)⊆PP-seltt , possibly using algebraic tricks similar to those employed by
Sivakumar.
Theorem 1.1, however, states that PP-seltt is a proper subset of P-mc(log). This shows
that Sivakumar’s intuition was correct when he wrote in [19] that ‘it appears that
O(log n)-membership comparability is a much weaker condition than polynomial-time
truth-table reducibility to a P-selective set’, and the central problem left open in Sivaku-
mar’s paper is settled by Theorem 1.1. The theorem also improves on Ogihara’s result
PP-seltt ( P-mc(poly).
Theorem 1.1. PP-seltt ( P-mc(log).
The hard part in proving Theorem 1.1 is to show P-mc(log)*PP-seltt . The proof
in this paper employs the supersparse diagonalisation technique. The diagonalisation
will actually show something much stronger: for all t and k with 26k¡t, there is a
set in P-mc(t) that is not sublinear Turing reducible to any set in P-mc(k), see the
following theorem for the exact number of permissible queries. In other words, the
query complexity of P-mc(t) relative to P-mc(k) is L(n) for 26k¡t.
Theorem 1.2. Let k and t be integers with 26k¡t. Let c be a positive real with
c¡(t − k)=(k − 1). Then
P-mc(t)* PP-mc(k)[cn]:
We also study the P-selective query complexity of membership comparable sets. This
notion was introduced in [20] as an analogue of the semirecursive query complexity
introduced by Beigel et al. [7]. It is de<ned as follows: the P-selective query complexity
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of a class C is the minimum number of queries that need to be asked to P-selective
oracles in order to decide every set in C. Since all P-selective sets are 2-membership
comparable, for all t¿2 some set in P-mc(t) cannot be reduced to any P-selective
set with a sublinear number of adaptive queries. In contrast, it will be shown that all
t-membership comparable sets are Turing reducible to some P-selective set with O(n3)
many queries. These observations show that for t¿2 the P-selective query complexity
of P-mc(t) is L(n) and O(n3).
This paper is organised as follows. In Section 2, some basic results concerning the
relationship of selectivity and membership comparability are reviewed. In Section 3,
the diagonalisation proof of Theorem 1.2 is presented. In Section 4, these results are
applied to the P-selective query complexity of membership comparable sets.
2. Selectivity versus membership comparability
In this section notations are <xed, the notions of P-selectivity and membership com-
parability are reviewed, and some of their basic properties are listed. The notion of
P-selectivity is due to Selman [17]. The notion of membership comparability in its
general form is due to Ogihara [15].
For a bitstring b∈{0; 1}k let b[i] denote the ith bit of b and let b[i1; : : : ; ij] :=
b[i1] · · · b[ij]. The length of a bitstring b is denoted |b|. The cardinality of a set Q is
also denoted |Q|. For a class C of languages, PC[f(n)]tt denotes the polynomial-time truth-
table reduction closure of C where up to f(n) many queries may be asked for words
of length n. If the number of queries is not restricted, we write PCtt . The corresponding
Turing reduction closures are denoted PC[f(n)], respectively PC . For detailed de<nitions
of these reductions see [14]. A dependency on the input length n, as in f(n), is always
made explicit and normal variables, like k and t from Theorem 1.2, do not depend
on n.
Denition 2.1 (Selman [17]). A language A is P-selective if there exists a function
g∈FP such that for all words x; y∈∗ we have g(x; y)∈{x; y} and, furthermore, if
x∈A or y∈A, then g(x; y)∈A. Let P-sel denote the class of all P-selective
sets.
Denition 2.2 (Ogihara [15]). Let f :N→N be a function. A language A is
f-membership comparable if there exists a function g∈FP that on input of any f(n)
many words x1; : : : ; xf(n) of length at most n yields a bitstring b of length f(n) that
is not the characteristic string of (x1; : : : ; xf(n)) with respect to A. Let P-mc(f) denote
the class of all f-membership comparable sets. Let P-mc(const), P-mc(log), and P-
mc(poly) denote the classes of f-membership comparable sets where f is constant,
respectively O(log n), respectively polynomial.
Selectivity and membership comparability are well-studied notions and numerous
results are known about them. In the following, only those facts are listed that will be
needed in later sections. See [1,2,8,11,13,15,17–19] for more results.
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Fact 2.3 (Ogihara [15] and Amir et al. [2]).
P-sel ( P-mc(2) ( P-mc(3) ( · · · ( P-mc(log) ( P-mc(poly):
Fact 2.4 (Ogihara [15], Burtschick and Lindner [9], and Toda [21]). Let ¿0 and let
f :N→N be time-constructible, polynomially bounded, and let logf(n) be an integer
for all n. Then
PP-sel[f(n)]tt = P
P-sel[log f(n)] ⊆ P-mc((1 + ) log f(n)):
In particular, PP-seltt ⊆ P-mc(log).
Fact 2.5 (Vapnik and Chervonenkis [22]). Let Q⊆{0; 1}n and k¿1. Suppose that
{b[i1; : : : ; ik ] | b∈Q}( {0; 1}k holds for all indices i1; : : : ; ik ∈{1; : : : ; n}. Then








Fact 2.5 is related to k-membership comparable sets in the following way: Con-
sider a k-membership comparing function g and n words x1; : : : ; xn. Let Q⊆{0; 1}n be
the set of all bitstrings b such that for any selection xi1 ; : : : ; xik of k words we have
b[i1; : : : ; ik ] 	= g(xi1 ; : : : ; xik ). In other words, Q contains all bitstrings that are consis-
tent with the membership comparing function g. Then Q ful<lls the requirements of
Fact 2.5 and thus |Q|6S(n; k). Note that S(n; k)∈N(nk−1) for constant k.
Fact 2.5 is sometimes called Sauer’s lemma, although Vapnik and Chervonenkis [22]
appear to have been the <rst to discover it. They published it in 1968 in Russian and
1971 in English. Sauer [16], whose paper was published in 1972, claims that Erdo˝s
was the <rst to have conjectured Fact 2.5. Subsequently, Fact 2.5 has been rediscovered
by Clarke et al. [10], and later again by Beigel [4,5].
3. Proof of the main theorem
In this section we prove Theorem 1.2 from the introduction. The proof uses the
supersparse diagonalisation technique. Roughly spoken, this technique works as fol-
lows: we construct a ‘diagonalised language’ A by tricking each pair consisting of
a membership comparing machine and a reduction machine on words of a certain
length. By cleverly arranging which words of this length are put into A we will ensure
A∈P-mc(t). Numerous examples of how the supersparse diagonalisation technique is
typically applied can be found for example in [11].
Proof of Theorem 1.2. Let 26k¡t and c¡(t−k)=(k−1). We construct a supersparse
language A∈P-mc(t)\PP-mc(k)[cn]. We will use the alphabet = {0; 1}. Let M0; M1; : : :
be a polynomial-time computable enumeration of all Turing machines that could serve
as polynomial-time membership comparing machines. Let R0; R1; : : : be a polynomial-
time computable enumeration of all polynomial-time Turing reduction machines. Let
the time bounds of Mi and Ri be ni + i. It is well-known that such enumerations exist.
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The set A=
⋃
s∈N As is constructed in stages. Each As contains only words of length
‘(s), where ‘ :N→N is the following quickly growing function: ‘(0) := n0 and
‘(s + 1) := 22
‘(s)
. Here, n0 is a value, to be speci<ed later, that is large enough such
that the <rst stage of the diagonalisation works. Furthermore, ‘ grows quickly enough
such that if we get an input of length ‘(s), this input is so long that we will be able
to simulate all constructions for the words of length ‘(s′) for s′¡s in time polynomial
in ‘(s). Let us abbreviate n := ‘(s).
Let  :N→N×N be a polynomial-time computable bijection. It is used to map a
stage s to a pair (s)= (m; r) of indices m and r of a membership comparing machine
Mm and a reduction machine Rr .
In stage s we will ensure that A is not cn-Turing reducible via Rr to any language
B for which Mm is a k-membership comparing machine. We do this by putting up
to t − 1 words into As as described in the next paragraphs. If Rr asks more than cn
queries for some input of length n, it is disquali<ed as a cn-Turing reduction machine
and we can skip the stage s and set As := ∅.
For each word x of length n let Qx denote the set of all queries that the machine Rr
asks in its query tree on input x. Since at most cn queries are asked, the cardinality of
Qx is limited by 2cn. Let Q :=
⋃
x∈n Qx contain all queries that Rr asks in the query
trees for words of length n. Then the cardinality of Q is limited by 2cn2n=2(c+1)n. Let
us assign names to the elements of Q as follows: Q= {q1; : : : ; qj}.
Let B⊆{0; 1}j be the set of all bitstrings that could possibly be characteristic strings
of the words in Q with respect to some language for which Mm is a membership
comparing machine. More precisely, let us call a bitstring b∈{0; 1}j consistent if for
every k indices i1; : : : ; ik ∈{1; : : : ; j} the output of Mm on input (qi1 ; : : : ; qik ) is not
b[i1; : : : ; ik ]; and let B contain all consistent bitstrings. By Fact 2.5 the size of B is at
most S(2(c+1)n; k).
Each bitstring b∈B induces, via Rr , a possible characteristic string cb ∈{0; 1}2n of
the words of length n. More precisely, the ith bit of cb is 1 iF the reduction machine
Rr would answer ‘yes’ on input of the ith word of length n, where each oracle query
qh is answered with ‘yes’ or ‘no’ depending on whether b[h] is 1 or 0. Since there are
only S(2(c+1)n; k) diFerent b’s, there also only S(2(c+1)n; k) diFerent cb’s.
Our aim is to put at most t − 1 diFerent words into As such that Mm and Rr are




1 )+ · · ·+( 2
n
t−1 )= S(2
n; t) many ways in which we can put at
most t−1 diFerent words into As. We are done if we can show S(2(c+1)n; k)¡S(2n; t),
because we can then always arrange the words in As in such a way that Mm and Rr
are tricked.
To prove S(2(c+1)n; k)¡S(2n; t), recall that S(x; y)∈!(xy−1) for constant y. Since
k and t are constants, S(2(c+1)n; k)∈!(2(k−1)(c+1)n) and S(2n; t)∈!(2(t−1)n). We have
c¡(t−k)=(k−1) by assumption, which is equivalent to (k−1)(c+1)¡t−1. Thus, the
!-bound of S(2(c+1)n; k) is strictly smaller than the !-bound of S(2n; t) and hence, for
suRciently large n¿n0 we have S(2(c+1)n; k)¡S(2n; t). The choice ‘(0)= n0 ensures
that the diagonalisation works in all stages.
We have now <nished the de<nition of the language A. Our construction has ensured
A =∈PP-mc(k)[cn]. It remains to show that A∈P-mc(t) via some membership comparing
machine M .
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This machine works as follows. Whenever we are given t diFerent words of length
‘(s), it cannot be the case that all of them are in A. Hence, M can output 1t in this case.
If we are given words from diFerent lengths, by possibly simulating the construction
for earlier stages we can easily directly decide at least one of the input words, say the
ith one. Then M can output any bitstring that disagrees on the ith position with the
value that M knows to be correct. Finally, if the same word is given as input twice,
say on positions i and j, M can output any bitstring that is 0 at the ith position and
1 at the jth. This shows A∈P-mc(t).
Theorem 3.1. Let k¿2. Then P-mc(k + 1)*PP-mc(k)tt .
Proof. We just repeat the proof. Only this time, Rr are truth-table reduction machines
and in stage s the cardinality of B is bounded by (nr + r)2n. Here, nr + r is the bound
on the number of truth-table queries the rth reduction machine Rr can ask. Since we
can choose the bijection  such that r6s for all (m; r)= (s), we have r6s6 log∗ n,
where log∗ is the iterated logarithm. But then, for all ¿0 for almost all n we have
nr + r¡2n. Thus the size of B is at most S(2(1+)n; k)∈!(2(k−1)(1+)n), but there are
S(2n; k + 1)∈!(2kn) many ways in which we can put up to k words into As.
4. Relationship to P-selective sets
In this section we study how many queries must be asked to P-selective oracles in
order to decide all k-membership comparable sets. From the results of the previous
section we easily derive that this query complexity is at least linear.
Theorem 4.1. Let t¿2 and c¡t − 2. Then P-mc(t)*PP-sel[cn].
Proof. Instantiating Theorem 1.2 with k =2 and c¡t − 2= (t − 2)=(2 − 1) yields
P-mc(t)*PP-mc(2)[cn]. Since every P-selective set is 2-membership comparable by
Fact 2.3, we get the claim.
Theorem 4.1 is the key ingredient of the following proof of Theorem 1.1 from the
introduction.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. By Fact 2.4 we have PP-seltt ⊆P-mc(log). To prove that the in-
clusion is proper, suppose we had P-mc(log)⊆PP-seltt . Since, by Fact 2.4 once more,
PP-seltt = P
P-sel[O(log n)] this would give
P-mc(3) ⊆ P-mc(log) ⊆ PP-seltt = PP-sel [O(log n)] ⊆ PP-sel [n=2]:
This line of inclusions violates Theorem 4.1 for t=3 and c=1=2.
Up to now we have only studied lower bounds for the query complexity of mem-
bership comparable sets. Theorem 4.5 gives a cubic upper bound on their P-selective
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query complexity. The proof is based on an upper bound on the Karp–Lipton advice
needed for membership comparable sets.
Denition 4.2 (Karp–Lipton Advice [12]). Let f :N→N be an advice bound. For a
language A we write A∈P=f if there exists a polynomially time-bounded Turing ma-
chine M and an advice function h :N→{0; 1}∗ with |h(n)|=f(n) for all n, such that
x∈A iF M accepts on input (x; h(|x|)).
Fact 4.3 (Amir et al. [2] and Ogihara [15]). Let f :N→N be a time-constructible
and polynomially bounded function. Then P-mc(f)⊆P=O(f(n)n2).
Lemma 4.4. Let f :N→N be a time-constructible, polynomially bounded advice
bound. Let f∗(n) :=
∑n
i=0 f(n). Then P=f⊆PP-sel[f
∗(n)].
Proof. Let A∈P=f via a polynomially time-bounded Turing machine M and an advice
function h :N→{0; 1}∗. Note that the length of h(n) is f(n) for each n. We wish to
‘encode’ the function h as a P-selective language B such that A6Pf∗(n)-TB. To do so, we
de<ne B as the standard left cut (see [17]) of the in<nite bitstring b= h(0)h(1)h(2) · · ·.
As shown by Selman [17], every standard left cut is P-selective. Furthermore, Selman
[17] has also shown that a Turing machine can obtain the ith bit of b by asking i
adaptive queries to B. Thus, we can reduce A to B as follows: on input of a word x
of length n we <rst use f∗(n) queries to B in order to obtain h(n). Once we know
h(n), we can decide whether x∈A holds by simulating M on input (x; h(n)).
A more general statement than Lemma 4.4 is P=poly =PP-sel, a result due to Selman
and Ko [17,13]. However, we need the tight bound from Lemma 4.4, which is neither




There are two interesting open problems. The <rst problem was posed by Beigel
in a personal communication: what is the P-selective query complexity of P-mc(2)?
In particular, is it true that P-mc(2)*PP-seltt ? Note that the argument from the proof
of Theorem 1.2 fails in this situation: there are only S(2n; 2)=2n + 1 many ways in
which we can arrange As, but there are (nr + r)(2n +1) possible bitstrings in B. Thus,
in order to prove P-mc(2)*PP-seltt it is not suRcient to argue in terms of the size of
B. However, perhaps one could argue in terms of the structure of B.
A second aim is to match the upper and lower bounds for the P-selective query com-
plexity of k-membership comparable sets. We have seen that this bound is L(n) and
O(n3). Tightening especially the upper bound might help to improve our understanding
of the relationship of membership comparable sets and advice bounds.
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